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Introduction

The application of sealed-off triggered vacuum switches ( TVS ) for reliable and
switching high-voltage high-capacity energy storages and power systems is rather
perspective [ 1 ]. Such device is non-incandescence free three-electrode hermetically
sealed one with pressure of residual gases not exceeding 10'^ Pa, capable under
influence of a trigger pulse to be switched on with high rate ( less than 1 us ) and to
operate in wide of voltages and currents: U = ( 1 - 100 ) kV; I = ( 0,001 - 200 ) kA. TVS
is distinguished by the high rate of electric strength recovery, compactness,
noiselessness, fire and explosion proofness, ecological cleanness during manufacture
and operation, reliability in a wide range of environment conditions.

Ability of a vacuum gap to withstand high voltages, as well as to recover
dielectric property quickly attract for a long time attention of the designers of the
switching apparatus [ 2 ]. The research and development of different type TVSs are
carried out already more than 30 years in various research centers of the world not
always very well. The parameters some of the available sealed-off TVSs, developed in
foreign centers, are given in the table. As far as we know, there were manufactured only
the experimental samples of such devices, which were used in laboratory and test
facilities.

The development of such devices are carried out in VEI during last decade. As
result, some of types of the sealed-off switches were developed and launched out into
lot production at factories in Russia. Main parameters of such TVSs, possibilities of its
application and prospect of further development are presented below.

Triggered vacuum switches, developed in VEI

The main parameters of sealed-off switches, developed in VEI, are presented in
the table and in the references [ 7 - 9 ]. These TVSs use an erosion trigger system, which
is triggered by means of an electric discharge over partly metallizes solid dielectric
surface. The properties of an erosion trigger system is determined by two processes:
deposition of metal vapor on dielectric surface owing to erosion of electrodes under
action of an arc of the main discharge and evaporation of a metal film due to a trigger
current. The use of an erosion trigger system has increased essentially the life of TVSs.
The experience, obtained development during development and service of vacuum
switches has allowed to determine the influence of an triggering gap arrangement. On
starting characteristics of TVS and its resource. There was shown, that for given mode
of operations of TVS it possible to reduce essentially switch-on delay time and to
increase its resource by means of the choice of trigger pulse parameters, number of
trigger gaps and an optimum orientation of a functional surface of the dielectric in
rigger unit relatively main discharge gap.

The choice of the electrode system and of TVS depend on the mode of its use.
There was used minified electrode system - TVS-40 [ 7 ] for switching high-voltage
pulse power supply unit at currents up to hundreds of kiloamperes and the pulse
duration to several milliseconds. Assembled electrode system represents a set of the
alternated (in space ) rods of opposite polarity at minimum distance between then - 8
mm. The trigger unit is placed in center of the basis of one ( or two ) electrodes. All
electrodes are made from oxygen-free copper or chrome-copper composition.

Optimum range of switching currents of TVS-40 is 10-100 kA. The service life in
this estimated through a summarized transferred charge ~ 106 A-s . At amplitudes of a
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current more than 100 kA or transferred change more than 100 A-s the service life of
TVS quickly decreases due to electrodynamics or thermal overloading electrodes.
Recommended parameters of a trigger pulse in routine mode of operation - trigger
voltage 5 kV, trigger current 1-2 kA at duration 10 us.

The large voltage range and low voltage threshold of action permit to use TVS-
40 in crowbar mode for getting of unipolar pulses on inductive load and protection of
the electric equipment in the emergency operation. The delay time and jitter do not
change practically in whole range of the operating voltage, that does such switches
convenient in service.

Small switch-on delay jitter and large range operating voltage allow to switch on
synchronously a lot of parallel TVSs across the load. Results of successful test of TVS-
40 on test stand of MAXWELL Lab. for switch on of the capacitive storage at energy
250 kJ, voltage 11 kV, amplitude and duration of a current pulse 130 kA and 2,5 ms,
respectively, are presented in the reference [ 6 ].

One of the distinctive peculiarities of TVSs is a valve ability, which becomes at
apparent at certain combination of parameters of an electric circuit. For providing
TVS-40 with valve properties the rate of the approach of current to zero should not
exceed 200 A/us. Valve properties of the switches permit to use its instead of the power
thyristor units in those cases, when the operation resource is limited by the value < 10̂
As.

Moreover, in VEI there was developed other type switch TVS-3, which is
intended to switch low inductive circuits at a rate of the current rise up to 10'' A/s and
pulse duration to tens microseconds ( see the table ) [ 8 ]. The electrode system of this
switch consists of two disk electrodes of specific shape, separated by the 5 mm gap. The
trigger unit contains two series connected trigger gaps for reduction of the switch-on
delay time and improvement of the starting characteristics. The switch has been tested
in frequency-batch mode rate of the current pulses 500 Hz, voltage 30 kV, current
amplitude 10 kA, duration of a half-cycle 30 us and duration of continuous operation
3 s. Each of two tested switches has withstood 200000 pulses.

The switches TVS-3 are used in the laboratory impulse power equipment, supply
units for power lasers and as switching elements in fast protection devices.

In VEI there was developed small-size switch TVS-7 for high frequency
applications at relatively low currents up to 10 kA and maximum voltage 25 kV [ 9 ].
This switch used "cup-type" electrode system with double triggering. There were
manufactured some experimental samples of such switch, the main parameters of which
are given in the table. They have revealed high reliability of the start at low values of
trigger current up to ~ 1 A. Required value of a trigger current for triggering on anode
is equal to ~ 100 A at vacuum gap between main electrodes 3 mm. The use of trigger
system has a rate of the discharge current rise > 10'l A/s without appreciable
distortion of a current wave-front at value up to 10 kA and half-cycle duration ~ 200
ns. The switch has withstood more than 10̂  pulses without appreciable deterioration of
the electric characteristics during testing in the frequency mode at 1 kHz, current 500
A, duration ~ I us. The minimum trigger energy, required for maintenance of a steady
mode of burning of the discharge at any polarity of main electrodes, is equal ~ 10 mJ.

Prospect of TVS improvement

The analysis of Russian and market of switching devices, as well as an
experience of service of TVSs during 10 years, has allowed to reveal the ranges of
parameters TVS, in which its have possess appreciable advantages over other types of
devices: voltages 1-30 kV, currents 1-100 kA at transferred change in a pulse from
fractions to A/s and repetition rate of pulses up to some kilohertz. The service life is
estimated through a summarized transferred change 105 - 106 A/s. Further
improvement of TVSs will allow to expand gradually these ranges in the direction,
determined by the development of the pulse engineering. In particular, it must
required, probably, an expansion of voltage range up to 50-100 kV for available pulse
condensers on such voltages. There is the need of the increase of a limit current and a
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Table
Main characteristics of the sealed-off TVS
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Designer

Operating voltage, kV
Maximum voltage, kV
Voltage drop, kV
Operating current, kA
Maximum current, kA
Maximum charge per pulse, Axs
Turn-on delay time, ^s
Trigger voltage, kV
Trigger current min, A
Trigger current length min, \is
Maximum current rate, A/s
Electric strength recovery time, us
Frequency, Hz
Service life ( number of switches)
Overall dimensions:

diameter, mm
height, mm

Weight, kg
References

TVS-3

VEI,

Russia

0,5-40

50

0,2-60

100

1

0,l±0,02

8

20

0,2

ion
30

500

106

100

190

3,5

[81

TVS-7

VEI,

Russia

0,5-20

25

0,02-0,05

0,02-10

0,1
0,05±0,01

5

10

0,05

> i o n
10

1000

108

60

100

0,5

[91

TVS-43

VEI,

Russia

0,5-25

40

0,15

10-200

250

100

2

5

1000

5

>109

100

0,02

210 4

150

203

7

GPV-6313
EGG,
USA
0,3-80

60

0,5

< 1

111

187

[ 6 ]

ZR-7512

MPD,
USA

0,3-40

55

50

0,7

< 1

108

216

[61

HRL,
Japan

10

120

11-20

5

103

[51

BREDRI,
China

5-10

3-8

0,02±0,005

1

35

[3]

KEMA HPL,

Netherlands

15

100

0,5

0,1

3-10

2

50

[41



value of charge a pulse for the replacement of power ingitrons at currents up to 500 kA
and a value of charge in a pulse up to 400 A/s. In case of need, there are possibilities of
development of high-frequency TVSs.

The intensification of the introduction of TVSs on the market will be promoted
by the essential increase of its service life and reliability as for high-current, so for
high-frequency versions. Moreover, a rather important direction of the improvement
of vacuum switches is the reduction of start losses at the initial stage of the formation
of the conductive discharge channel, that it is essential for high-frequency switches.
Other important problem is the increase of a recovery rate of an electric strength of
TVS, determining probability of the multiple breakdown of the switch.

It should be done more detailed researches of physical processes of the initiated
vacuum discharge development for resolution of all these problem. The results of
associated researches, partially presented in the references [ 10-12 ], have contributed
to more comprehensive understanding of the phenomena, restricted limit parameters of
TVSs, and has allowed to outline the ways of increasing the service life and the
switched charge value of the available types of TVSs at reduced mass-dimensional
characteristics of a switch.

The researches have shown, that nowadays design possibilities of the
improvement of an erosion trigger system are not completely settled. We succeeded in
essential increasing the service life of TVS-40 up to complete wear of the main
electrodes due to the modernization of a trigger unit design [ 13] .

The modernization of a trigger unit design, as well as the optimization of the
main electrode system and application of to begin improvement of a high-current
vacuum switch. As a result, there were developed, manufactured and tested
experimental samples of TVS-43, which is capable to switch current pulses up to 200 kA
at voltages up to 25 kV and switched charge value up to 120 A-s. The service life of the
switch at a switching current ~ 150 kA ( crest value ) and rate of its rise ~ 10^ A/s is
estimated through a summarized transferred charge ~ 10^ A-s. New switch has smaller
metal consumption in comparison with TVS-40. Some modifications of TVS-43 at
different cost for various modes of application were developed.

We do not see restrictions of principle the point of view of physics of the
vacuum discharge for further increase of the limit values of a switching current up to
500 kA at a transferred charge > 100 A-s.
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